SOLIDE INDOOR

Assembly Instructions for Sauna
1. Solide smallest size

2. Solide medium-size

3. Solide largest size
1. Assemble the adjustable feet to the bottom wall pieces. Screw pieces together and make sure the top edge is straight.

2. Assemble the walls. First place the back piece and then the sides, layer by layer. Screw pieces together and make sure the top edge stays straight.
3. Assemble the corner elements.

4. Assemble the first three fascia boards.

5. Assemble the ceiling elements. Screw only the first element and the last element. Assemble the last fascia board in front.
6. Assemble the first glass wall.

7. Assemble the interior.
8. Assemble the second glass wall and the glass door.

9. Install the control unit and the heater. See instructions from control unit manual and from heater manual.